[Reorganization of elements of the cytoskeletal and vacuolar systems in tumor cells in the early stage of developing multiple drug resistance].
The multidrug resistance (MDR) is one of the main reasons for chemotherapeutic failures in cancer patients. The overexpression of MDR gene product (Pgp) leads to the appearance of resistant tumor cells. We investigated alterations of cell structures in cells with a low level MDR and Pgp expression. The Syrian hamster embryo fibroblasts transformed by the Raus sarcoma virus were used in our experiments. Resistant sublines were isolated by propagation of the cells in colchicine supplemented medium. We have found that the first steps of MDR are accompanied by significant alterations of cytoskeleton elements and vacuolar system, e.g. changes in actin stress-fibres organization, microtubule distribution, the Golgi complex structure, vesicular transport. We suppose that the above cell structural alterations are not accidental. Perhaps, they are also essential for evolution of multidrug resistant mechanisms.